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Thursday – Upon arrival at Nice airport, guests are transferred by Mercedes S-Class Limo to a hotel of their choice for a 4 night 

stay in Monaco. There will also be a return transfer again in a Mercedes S-Class Limo back to Nice airport from the hotel to finish 
the weekend on Monday. 
 

Friday – Spend the day exploring Monaco and enjoying the electric GP atmosphere as it builds. A stroll through Casino Square or 

down to the harbour will see many a super-car cruising and mega-yacht berthed as the F1 circus arrives in Monaco.   
 

In the evening guests can enjoy our 'Drinks with F1 Legends' event. In previous years our guests have enjoyed the company of such 
F1 Legends as: Mark Webber, David Coulthard, Paul di Resta, Martin Brundle & Allan McNish. 

After 'Drinks with F1 Legends' guests will be transported by Senate shuttle down to the harbour for our 'Yacht Cocktail Party'. 
Canapés and drinks are served from the 08.30pm start until the finish after midnight. 
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Saturday Race Viewing – The Midi Terrace VIP Suite offers the best race experience in the 5* Hotel Hermitage with stunning 

views over the first corner, Beau Rivage straight and the harbour sections. The Midi Terrace is large and spacious with multiple bars, 
marquees and a specially constructed raised viewing platform. Screens are located in the suite, on the terrace and a giant screen is  
located directly opposite the terrace. Guests also have access to a luxurious suite adjoining the Midi Terrace where a fine buffet 
luncheon is served including dishes such as: Beef en Croute, lobster local delicacies etc all served with premium champagne, fine 
wines and other drinks upon request.  
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Sunday Race Viewing – Watch the worlds most glamorous motor-race from the luxury of a trackside yacht for a truly 

unforgettable experience! Observe as the cars approach, tackle and exit Tabac Corner and race past towards the swimming pool 
section. Our tri-deck yacht features large open plan decks ideal for watching the race and enjoying the sunshine. Unlike other 
yachts in the harbour ours will not have to pull away from the quay side during the race. Multiple screens on board and the giant 
harbour screen will keep guests abreast of the action all around the track. On-board chefs serve a wide range of food for a buffet 
luncheon. A selection of drinks including Champagne, selected spirits, fine wines, beers and soft drinks are served all day. 
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Hotel Options – The hotels available for the four night stay are all located in Monaco therefore guests are always at the centre 

of all the action creating an electrifying atmosphere and adding to the Ultimate Monaco Grand Prix experience. The selection of 
hotels, pricing and room types available can be viewed online here. 

 
Monte Carlo Bay 4*        Fairmont Hotel 4* 

Metropole Hotel 5*       Hotel Hermitage 5* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“We can not thank you enough for a truly, top notch, 5 star experience that we will never forget. Seeing the 2016 Monaco Grand Prix on an exclusive 
yacht and then in the Garnier Suite is something any person seeking VIP treatment should do through your organization. We could not express enough 
in words the amazing job you did on our 7 day trip with you. Every person was gracious and accommodating with our every need being taken care of 
and we walked away meeting amazing new friends also. I would highly recommend you to anyone and look forward to future experiences with you. 
Thanks again!” - Bill & Kristin Fenech - 2016 
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